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This is a proxy server created with ease of use in mind. Easy Proxy is a tool designed to let you
share your Internet connection. Easy Proxy turns your computer into a wifi access point, enabling
you to share the connection with other computers running Windows. This is very useful if you are
using another computer but still have to rely on a wifi network. One of the best features of this
program is that it allows you to control all the settings, i.e. bandwidth, port to connect, proxy
settings, etc. You can even set the default port number for the other computers to connect. Easy
Proxy has a lot of settings that the user can select, from the bandwidth you have and the
connection speed to the username and password to use. Easy Proxy also allows you to check the
latest notifications such as automatic updates or system service restarts. You can also set the
program to log all the activities to a file. Also, you can exclude certain files or applications to be
automatically downloaded, or set the proxy settings for applications you use. For faster downloads
you can use the download manager. Easy Proxy Features: *Works with all kinds of windows
machines (32-bit and 64-bit) *Works with all windows versions *One click setting, just select one
network computer and click on the network adapter you want to connect to it *Very easy to use
*Allows you to download and upload files at high speeds *Easy proxy built with security in mind
Easy Proxy setup: *You must install this program using the original setup file *Do not install or move
it to any other location. *Make sure you have created a user account called Easy proxy. *Make sure
you are connected to the internet. *Select the user account that should have access to the internet
connection you want to share. *Click on the Connect button. *You need to select the internet port
number of the computer you want to share the Internet connection with. *Click OK. *Now click on
the go button to start sharing the internet connection. Easy Proxy system Requirements: *All kinds
of windows machines - 32bit and 64bit version *Minimum 128 ram memory. *Minimum 200+ mb of
hard disk space *Network card that supports 802.11 Easy Proxy Updates: *Easy Proxy updates are
available. Just go to www.easyproxy.com and click on Check Updates. Easy Proxy FAQS
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Easy Proxy is just a lightweight Windows tool developed to help users share an Internet connection
with no fuss. No advanced computer knowledge is needed, although you may be tempted to think
otherwise given the purpose of the app. Easy Proxy groups all options in just one window and, truth
is, it only boasts a small number of features. It all comes down to inputting the adapter address and
the HTTP port number, while Easy Proxy takes care of the rest of the job all by itself. There are a
few settings available too, but nothing that could get you into trouble, including logging options and
server priority parameters. Easy Proxy needs to be running all the time in order to provide access to
the other network computers and can even be configured to work with a proxy server. A
comprehensive help manual is available too, providing a great amount of information on the built-in
features and thus assisting users throughout the entire server configuration process. Just as
expected, Easy Proxy works smoothly on all Windows versions and doesn’t affect system
performance in any way, but keep in mind that special firewall rules may be needed in order to
allow other network computers to connect to the server. Overall, Easy Proxy makes for a simple
application that serves its purpose, but it’s no doubt that professional users will be disappointed.
You can’t control the connected clients, limit the bandwidth or at least see traffic details, so those
searching for an advanced piece of software have no other option than to look elsewhere. [full
review] Pinnacle Designs 1855 LiteProxy is a lightweight software proxy designed to make internet
access more convenient than ever. With Pinnacle Designs 1855 LiteProxy you can surf the internet
anonymously, and access websites with secured connections such as https and ftps sites. It
supports proxy tunneling in order to access proxy servers, and proxy bypass in order to increase
your speed on the internet. The program also supports live proxies such as Ip-Dollars and
Rapidshare. When connected to a proxy server, your internet connection will be passed on the
proxy server, and then be forwarded to its final destination. Pinnacle Designs 1855 LiteProxy is a
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pretty simple program that has just a few simple, easy to use features, and an additional help file is
available to guide you through them. Everything is very simple, and there isn’t that much to
configure – the only exceptions are the proxy settings themselves and the proxy type and
bandwidth. All you have to b7e8fdf5c8
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2. Updates Available (0 / 10) 0% Easy Proxy Reviews in the “Internet” category. Easy Proxy Easy
Proxy is just a lightweight Windows tool developed to help users share an Internet connection with
no fuss. No advanced computer knowledge is needed, although you may be tempted to think
otherwise given the purpose of the app. Easy Proxy groups all options in just one window and, truth
is, it only boasts a small number of features. It all comes down to inputting the adapter address and
the HTTP port number, while Easy Proxy takes care of the rest of the job all by itself. There are a
few settings available too, but nothing that could get you into trouble, including logging options and
server priority parameters. Easy Proxy needs to be running all the time in order to provide access to
the other network computers and can even be configured to work with a proxy server. A
comprehensive help manual is available too, providing a great amount of information on the built-in
features and thus assisting users throughout the entire server configuration process. Just as
expected, Easy Proxy works smoothly on all Windows versions and doesn’t affect system
performance in any way, but keep in mind that special firewall rules may be needed in order to
allow other network computers to connect to the server. Overall, Easy Proxy makes for a simple
application that serves its purpose, but it’s no doubt that professional users will be disappointed.
You can’t control the connected clients, limit the bandwidth or at least see traffic details, so those
searching for an advanced piece of software have no other option than to look elsewhere. Easy
Proxy Description: 3. Stability/reliability (7 / 10) 70% Easy Proxy Recommendation Easy Proxy is just
a lightweight Windows tool developed to help users share an Internet connection with no fuss. No
advanced computer knowledge is needed, although you may be tempted to think otherwise given
the purpose of the app. Easy Proxy groups all options in just one window and, truth is, it only boasts
a small number of features. It all comes down to inputting the adapter address and the HTTP port
number, while Easy Proxy takes care of the rest of the job all by itself. There are a few settings
available too, but nothing that could get you into trouble, including logging options and server
priority parameters. Easy Proxy needs to be running all the time in order to provide

What's New in the?

Make your computer faster and easier to use with the latest version of this software. Easy proxy
server is built to be easy to configure and use. Client computers can use a single internet
connection to surf the internet more efficiently and at high speeds. With easy proxy, you can run
multiple websites in the same computer, with each website using one or more ports on one local
network adapter. You can configure easy proxy server to send incoming connections to the most
favorable server for the client. Setting up easy proxy server is easy and it is completely
configurable without the need to buy specialized tools. Easy proxy client is preconfigured to
connect to a predefined proxy server. To connect to an easy proxy server, open your web browser
and enter the site's address, followed by the port number. Note: This software does not change any
settings in your operating system. This software is the best alternative for computers running
Windows XP with Internet Explorer 6 or 7, or Firefox and Lightning on Windows 2000, Windows XP,
Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 and Ubuntu (with default browser) - Easy Proxy is
everything that Advanced TCP/IP Proxy Server is and does not take any space (it does not require
installation) - Easy Proxy provides you high-quality proxy for computers with internet browsers with
support of dynamic DNS addresses - Easy Proxy is a tool for remotely configured interface on your
home computer that allows you to connect any of your PCs and your broadband connection to a
remote site - Easy Proxy is a free tool for broadband, wireless and cable connections - Easy Proxy as
dynamic DNS proxy - our dynamic DNS is free and no registration required, use our DNS for free,
our service will help you to get the best results. Do not worry about configurations, trouble with
software or ISP support, you just need to setup a simple username and password and everything
will be automatically done for you. Easy Proxy is just a lightweight Windows tool developed to help
users share an Internet connection with no fuss. No advanced computer knowledge is needed,
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although you may be tempted to think otherwise given the purpose of the app. Easy Proxy groups
all options in just one window and, truth is, it only boasts a small number of features. It all comes
down to inputting the adapter address and the HTTP port number, while Easy Proxy takes care of
the rest of the job all by itself. There are a few settings available too, but nothing that could get you
into trouble, including logging options and server priority parameters
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System Requirements:

Supported platforms: PC, Mac OS X, Linux (64bit) Standalone executable for Windows. Installer for
Linux. Supported engines: (Windows only, tested with DirectX9, Direct3D) DirectX9.dll DirectX10.dll
Direct3D11.dll Resolution: 1280x1024 @ 32bpp @ 30 FPS Framerate: 25 FPS Supported GPUs: GPU
manufacturers with a native API for Direct3D: Advanced Micro Devices Radeon X1950 Pro and
Radeon X1950
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